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The enlargement of the EEC to Include three new Medi ter -

; ùH\ in ineubers wi l l profoundly change relations between Europe

; :nd the Mediterranean. A whole series of problems which today

aro considered as being of only marginal importance will become

j.'ar more significant than in the past, forcing the Community to

iik-ke consi derable changes in its political, economi c and perhaps

even in its institutional priorities.

This is particularly true of European policy towards the

Balkans. Greek membership will oblige the EEC to involve itself

directly in one of the most complex problems existing in Europe

today.

Of course, even membership by West Germany and Berlin

in the old six member Community involved the EEC in important

questions of East -West relations. Here, though, everything took

place within the framework of a strong and compact Atlantic Al

liance and in the presence of well-defined frontiers between the

two military and economic blocs. Conditions in 'the Balkans are

very different. The Atlantic Alliance' s Southern flank is geo

graphically discontinuous. From a political point of view, the

situation' is confused and contradictory. Economically, the Sou

thern European countries are facing considerable problems, espe

cially since the increase in oil prices in 1973. Inflation rates

are high, there are threats of a recession ; certain currencies

«re rio longer fully convertible. The boundaries between the two

blocs are unclear. In both there are countries whose position

i. s cri tical. Orye Greece has joined the EEC, the key countries
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in the new Balkans balance of power, will probably be Turkey and

Yugoslavia (even though it is impossible to exclude crises and

changes of regime in Albania and Roumania, which could prove ex

tremely important from an international- point of view) . Both

Turkey and Yugoslavia have serious economic development problems

Their relations with the EEC are far from being easy. The fu

ture international position is uncertain. Given these conside

rations, how is the situation in the area most likely to change

in the future?

Nationalism in the Balkans

In the immediate post-war period, the "Balkans question"

seemed to have been resolved through the establishment of a

stable equilibrium between the two blocs. Thus Greece and Turkey

took up their positions in the Western camp, whereas the other

countries in the area joined with the East. As early as 1948,

however, Yugoslavia managed to escape close association with

either bloc. In the following years (right until half way

through the 1950' s) ,
she received substantial American military

and economic aid, without, however, joining the Western bloc.

Then the Albanian schism in the 1961 gave China a foothold on

the European political scence. In 1967, the Roumanian national

heresy finally matured. Thus, Roumania progressed from her

earlier opportunism on specific issues to the conscious propa

gation of an ideological and political national position, aimed

at re-defining Roumania' s place within the Socialist Community

and in world politics. Earlier in 1964, Turkey had gone through
hor first, physchologically extremely important, wave of anti-

Arner i can i sm, following, the Cyprus crisis and President Johnson' s

pposi tion to any form of military" intervention. Johnson had

. / •



>ent a letter to the Turkish Prime Minister Inonu, stating "1

hope you will understand that your NATO allies have not had a

chance to consider whether they have an obligation to protect

Turkey against the Soviet Union if Turkey takes a step (on Cyprus

which results in Soviet intervention. ..." The Turkish response

was both clear and inevitable : ". ...Your message. ... gives me the

impression that there exists between us» a wide divergence of

view as to the nature of the basic principles of the North At

lantic Treaty Alliance. ... If NATO members should start discus

sing the right and wrong of the situation of a fellow member

victim of Soviet aggression, whether this aggression was pro

voked or not and if the decision on whether they had an obliga

tion to assist this, member should be made to depend on the issue

of such discussion, the very foundation of the Alliance would, be

shaken and it would lose -its meaning" (1) . And, indeed, the

foundations of the Alliance were in fact considered to be meaning

less (on similar grounds) by France, two years later. Relations

with Turkey following  the 1974 Cyprus crisis, the Turkish inter

vention and the arms embargo voted by the US Congress in February
}

1975, led to a fresh deterioration in relations.

The origins of the crisis between Greece and the Alliance

on the other hand, date back to 1967, when the USA gave priority

Lo "realpolitik" and decided to support the military coup, co

operating actively with the Creek Colonels in their attack cn

democratic forces within the Country. The 1974 Cyprus crisis

rendered all future cooperation between Greece and Turkey in

oATO impossible (thereby opening new flaws in the Southern flank>

whi ch was already suffering from its lack of geographical conti-

/ •
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; ; : . ; y) and brought back to power the old Greek political élite,

;
• '-h had matured considerable mistrust and resentment against

t he Americans. Greek agreements with NATO and the United States

e questioned. The new agreement. with the United States,

igned in 1976, radically changed the situation. In these agree

ments (as in the agreements under negotiation with Turkey) ,
the

local governments have made it clear that only those American

bases which serve their national interest will be allowed to

operate on their soil, and will remain in any case directly

under their national control. Albania too is changing her inter

national position. In 1973, several purges resulted in the re-

"oval of almost one-third of the Politburo members and heai'ly

the entire state administration. More notably, the most impor

tant changes have occurred in the Ministry of Defence and in

the top echelons of the Army. According to certain observers,

Hoxha used these purges to effect the bloody elimination of a

significant pro-Soviet faction (headed by Beqir Balluku, who

was Minister of' Defense and Deputy Prime Minister as well. as

being a member of the Politbureau) . There has also been con

siderable speculation over the health of the two main Albanian

leaders, Hoxha and Shehu and over the possibility that the

change in leadership might prove to be difficult and might lead

to q change in the Country's line on international affairs,

f'oàcting to this kind of speculation very, much in the same way

• js the Yugoslav leadership, the Albanians seem to be emphasizing

trie- "originality" of thir® line. The death of Mao Tse Tung co

incided with a break in Albanian-Chinese relations. Hoxha is

..censing the new Peking government of deviationalism, thereby

incro.-ising his Country' s isolation. Albania was the only Eu-

• / . :
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ropoan country to refuse to participate in the Conference on ,

Securi ty and Cooperation in Europe.

The only "stable" country in the area seems to be Bul 

garia, but here too the standard Balkan nationalist problems

are ever-present. This is easily seen in. continual references

to "greater- Bulgaria" which imply the re-opening of the Mace

donian dispute with Yugoslavia and in Yugoslav charges that the

Bulgarian regime is giving active help to the "cominformist"

(pro -Soviet) faction within the Country. Nor should it be for

gotten that the faithful Zhivkov is nearly 70 years old and that

the BCP Politbureau is suffering from the same age problems and

has the same need for a change in personnel as the Politbureau

of the CPSU. Should the two "succession problems" occur in the

same period, there is a strong possibility that they would be

likely to set off important factional strife, similar to that of

the early post -war years. Finally, there is the interreaction

between
.
the Balkan problem and Italian domestic politics which

complicates the international scenario and causes complex re

actions from the interested parties.

One or two general comments should be added to this brief

summary of the situation. Firstly, it should be noted that there

j s a close connection between the growth in rivalry between the

superpowers in the zone and the re-emergence of nationalist pres

sures, domestic conflicts and boundary questions. The indepen

dence won by the Balkan states and the development of their own

"independent political lines" was directly tied to the end of

Stalinism and the beginnings of detente. Nonetheless, this

growth in independence is as ambiguous and fragile as the pheno-
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ivicna which allowed it Co occur. It was ambiguous just as the

end of Stalinism was ambiguous (Stalinist methods and concepts

still, survive today) . It was as fragile as detente and reflec

ted every up and down in the process . In this way, internatio

nal uncertainties combine their effects and interreact with do

mestic problems.

Secondly, one should recall the, abnormal characteristics

of the region which prevent the creation of a self-sustained

Balkan balance. It is no coincidence that the balance in the

area is centred around the non-àligned position of Yugoslavia

whose integration in either bloc would have a serious unbalan

cing effect for the system. Purely Balkan solutions should also

be excluded. Although from time to time it is announced that

a solution of this kind has been reached, (as occurred for ex

ample with the Conference oh Balkan cooperation called by Greece

in 1975, the Roumanian proposal to "denuclearize" the Balkans,

etc. ) ,
solutions then reveal themselves as being incompatible

with the international positions of the'countries involved and

with the fear which each bloc has of seeing the overall balance

move against it. One should also remember that the region suf

fers not only from East-West but also from North-South tensions.

A gradual rapprochement between Turkey and the Arab-Islamic

area could introduce a new element of uncertainty into the si

tuation.

To conclude, we are faced with a European region in

whi ch the solutions which have been proposed and tried out in

the rest of Europe, cannot be applied. Although there has been

,1 process of poli tical and economic integration within the EEC
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(and the Atlantic Alliance) ,
in the West, and in COMECON and

the Warsaw Pact in the East, it is impossible to include the

Balkans completely in either process \ fxt is possible to divide

the area between East and West (without raising the Yugoslav

and the Albanian problems) . ~fhe only alternative which remains

seems to be that of maintaining the present balance, despite

growing tensions, domestic succession problems and changes in

the international positions of individual countries (Greece,

Turkey, Roumania and Albania are all in the process of modifying

their foreign policies) .

Greek membership of the EEC and the enlargement of the

Community to include two new Mediterranean members could acce

lerate certain of these crises. Here, important international

political initiatives may be required. Nonetheless, if the Eu

ropeans adopt a far-seeing strategy and the two superpowers co

operate, showing a degree of moderation, it might be possible to

reduce the instability of the region and to limit the impact of

nationalist trends.

Yugoslavia

The Yugoslav question is often identified with the prob

lem of how to assure a stable succession to Marshall Tito (who

will shortly be 86) . Yugoslavia is composed of six different

"nations" ; there are, furthermore, as many as 18 different na

tional minorities. She is not, in other words, an easy Country

to govern. In particular, it seems difficult to strike the

right balance between liberalism and centralism.

Thus, in the 1963 constitution and the series of economic
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reforms around 1965, the individual republics were given the

right to decide their own economic policies. This encouraged

a kind of "economic nationalism" whereby the "richer" republics

found themselves in opposition to the "poorer republics", as

well as to the central authorities and their taxation system

(which favours a redistribution of income and investment in

favour of 'the less developed regions) .

The 1969 Congress of the Communist League continued the

"liberalization" process and gave increased powers to indivi

dual party organizations within each republic (the result being,

in practice, that six different national parties were created :

one for each republic) .

In 1970-71, however, this system crumbled when a com


bination of various factors led to the Croatian crisis, to na

tionalist protests from students and intellectuals and perhaps

to the worst crisis Yugoslavia has gone through over the last

30 years.

The result was a rapid return to democratic centralism,

to a single Yugoslav Communist Party and to illiberal measures

against intellectuals (purges, sackings, closures of review, etc. ) .

A series of prominent political leaders in the various republics

were politically eliminated (these went from the Serb, Nikezic

and the Slovinian, Kavcic to the Foreign Minister Tepavac) . Both

in the republics and in the party, there was a considerable in

crease in influence of military men (within the military, there

was an attempt to reduce the Serbian predominance) . The new

constitution, passed in 1974, approved these measures. At the

same time, however, there was a regrowth of concern about ex
-
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cessive "centralism11 and a renewed struggle against the (cen

tralist:
, pro-Soviet) "cominformist" faction within the Country

Although the "liberal" period now seems to be over, there is

still considerable concern not to become over-rigid, thereby

losing consensus at a local, level. This explains perhaps why,

very recently, during the preparations for the Congress of the

Communist League, fresh voices have been raised (including tha

of the authoratative Stane Dolane) calling for an increased

"liberalization" of the principle' of "democratic centralism"

within the party, thereby making it easier for political mino

rities to make .their voice felt and giving these minorities in

creased protection.

This continual Yugoslav oscillation between liberaliza

tion and centralism is directly tied to the international posi
tion and security of the Country. The fact that economic de

velopment problems also play a role in determining these fluc

tuations is an added complication which gives rise to consider

able concern amongst. Yugoslav leaders.

Over the last 30 years, Marshall Tito has conducted a

foreign policy which is fully coherent with Yugoslavia's pecu

liar characteristics and which has reinforced> not only the se


curity ,
but also the internal homogeneity of the Country. The

policy of non-alignment is determined by a double "refusal" :

he initial refusal to become a satellite of the Soviet Union

which in 1948 led to Yugoslavia' s expulsion from the Communist

nformation Bureau, the Cominform) and the subsequent refus al

o join with the West. Yugoslavia has accepted economic and

i l itary aid from the West (until 1955, the USA was the Coun-
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Iry' s main source of military supplies). Nonetheless, it was

o.nor.gh tor Khruschev to visit Belgrade in 1955 and to show

hi : .
; readiness to accept "different roads to socialism" for

relations between Moscow and Belgrade to improve (improvement

was especially visible in the 1960' s when the Hungarian question

had receded into the past and the adventures in Berlin and Cuba

had been forgotten) . In order to strengthen her position of

neutrality, Yugoslavia has made a particular commitment to the

creation of a group of "non-aligned countries", thereby winning

herself a number of allies in the Third World. In this way,

she has strengthened her national identity without making any

choice between a' Western or an Eastern "model". Nonetheless,

this interesting experiment is in crisis. The first problem

was the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia in 1968, although

this was followed by aSoviet diplomatic offensive and a long

series of meetings between Tito and Brezhnev. Later came the

general crisis in "non-alignment", the growing Soviet military

presence in the Third World and the increasing political, mili

tary (and nuclear) ambitions of many of Yugoslavia' s old allies.

The result has been that today the Third World countries are

seeking their own direct ties with the two superpowers and Yugo 

slavi a' s role is becoming ever more marginal. No longer has

Yugoslavia a clear "international identity".

Similar problems have been caused by "détente". Here

it should be sufficient to recall the concern caused in Yugo

sl avia by the so-called "Sonnenfeldt doctrine" and indeed. by

any plans for direct contacts between superpowers, capable of

l imi ting the smaller countries' freedom of action.

Belgrade's policy thus concentrates on four fronts (re

lations with foreign communist parties, the ECSC, agreements
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wi th the EEC and improving relations with the USA) . Those

ini tiatives which have been taken in these fields, which we

will, now proceed to examine, give the impression that Belgrade

is gradually realizing that she is no longer able to base her

foreign policy on the Third World and that she is, therefore,

seeking support for her non-aligned position, either in Europe

or, in the same way as in the early 1950s, in closer relations

with the United States (which could last at least for a period) .

As far as relations with foreign communist parties is

concerned, Yugoslav policy has been centred around the Pan-Euro

pean Congress of Communist Parties - held in Berlin in 1976.

This Congress, prepared at great length, was originally aimed

at closing the "Czech problem" and at dealing definitively with

the problems caused by dissident Communist parties (Eurocommu -

: nism, relations with China, the "guiding role" of the Communist

party of the Soviet Union, etc. ) . Yugoslavia and, to a certain

extent, Roumania and Hungary, however, saw the Congress as an

opportunity to obtain official recognition that the role of the

'

"guiding" state and the "guiding party" was over and that the

; various "national roads to socialism" were fully legitimate.

: The Western "Eurocommunist" parties were natural allies in this

; kind of plan even if there were nuances in their individual po-

; si tions. From a conceptual point of view, the final result of

I the Conference was probably ambiguous. At the same time, how -

I

j ever, the USSR failed to achieve any of its practical objectives.

| The Soviet Union had to accept a kind of language more usually

| heard from her opponents and was obliged to listen to a whole

j seri es of speeches in which she was made the object of extremely

strong cri ticism. Since then, Moscow has tt'ied to make out that

• / .
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the Berl in Conference was a victory for "internationalism"
.

Nonetheless, there has been no attempt to call a second such

meeting. Rather there has been growth in contacts between

those parties whose positions border on heresy (the Yugosl av -

and to a lesser extent the Hungarian -, the Spanish, French and

Italian Communist parties).

It is possible to consider the' results of the ECSC, the

signature of the Helsinki declaration and the calling of a first

review Conference two years later in Belgrade (which has just

come to a conclusion) as a second Yugoslav success. Here what

had already occurred in relations between Communist parties, was

repeated in relations between states. The USSR came to the Con

ference with the aim of obtaining recognition for the legitimacy
of her hegemony in Eastern Europe. She left it with a burden

some commitment to "human rights" and to measures aimed at safe

guarding the national independence of the smaller countries (li

mited controls over military manoeuvres, a commitment to renounce

the use and the threat of the use of force, etc. ).

At this point, however, the series of Yugoslav successes

carne to a halt. First, when Belgrade was hoping to
. exploit her

successes more fully than in the past, through the drawing up of

new tighter criteria for the application of the Helsinki agree

ments and just as she was hoping for an increased role in govern

ment for the Western Communist parties, so as to reduce Yugo

slavia' s isolation without increasing her dependence on one or

he other bloc, the situation deteriorated. Both the Eurocom-

unist and the human rights questions became an integral part

f the conflict between the USSR and the United States and were
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t hus excluded from the "grey zone" of questions where the in

fl uence of the non-aligned countries could be brought to bear.

The gradually worsening crisis in détente reduced the value of

the Pan-Communist and the European Security Conferences, neither

of which today seems sufficient to guarantee Yugoslavia' s secu

rity and to satisfy her international political ambitions
. In

particular, the disappointing results of the Belgrade review

Conference put an end to Yugoslav hopes of conducting a "Euro 

pean" non-aligned policy with the consensus of the superpowers.

While the ECSC was still dying in Belgrade, Tito visited

President Carter. In recent, years, the USA. has declared its

willingness to offer limited arms supplies to Yugoslavia (as

shown by the contract for the purchase of TOW anti-tar :k missiles)

It is still too early to evaluate the importance of these moves.

Certainly it does not seem tha;t we are moving towards a repiti-

tion of the rupture with Moscow in the 1950s and growing Yugo

slav dependency on the West. Rather the non-alignment's credi

bility crisis could force Yugoslavia to play the more difficult

game of improving relations with both superpowers. This is

bound to have negative effects on Yugoslavia' s domestic situation

for, whereas non-alignment and ties with the Third World pro

vided opportunities for reaching united positions in domestic

politics thereby strengthening national cohesion, sharper fluc

tuati ons between Washington and Moscow, even if these were die-,

tat ed by purely tactical considerations, would inevitably fire

he hopes and the disputes of the various factions. At the same

ime, there would always be the risk that Yugoslavia would find

erself unabl e to oppose a direct agreement between the two

uperpowers provi ding for a forced "re-alignment" of the Country.



political and economic stability), even in 1977, despite an

increase in EEC trade with Yugoslavia of about one billion dol

lars (total trade amounted to 6.3 billion dollars), Yugoslavia' s

imports remained 327« higher than her exports. The defecit with

the EEC amounted to about 607o of the Country' s total trade de-

fecit. The EEC has granted Yugoslavia access to credits from

the European Investment Bank, and has ^signed a joint statement

(December 1976) designed to increase cooperation in trade, in

dustry and agriculture. At the same time, however, the reces

sion in Europe has forced about 200,000Yugoslav emigrants to

return home. The result has been a double loss for Yugoslavia :

she has lost her foreign currency earnings from emigrants' re-

mittences and, at the same time, has had to provide some kind of

solution to returning emigrants' problems (i. e. to increased

domestic unemployment) . .

It is not clear whether concrete solutions can be found

to these problems in the negotiations for the renewal, of the

1973 five year agreement (which is about to expire) . It is ob

vious, for example, that the granting of EEC membership to three
f

new Mediterranean countries will complicate Yugoslavia's prob

lems in agriculture (and may cause problems for Yugoslav emi

grants) . There is clearly in Brussels, among member govern


ments, a general willingness to make a positive gesture towards

Yugoslavia. However, insistence by Yugoslavia that relations

must be based on the principle of non-preference leaves the Com

munity perplexed as to which of its limited range of instruments

might be suitable. What is to be the final result is still un

clear. The idea seems to be to conclude a new kind of agree

ment, at. once "cooperative" (on the Indian, Mexican and Canadian
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- Yugoslavia and Europe

In one sense. Yugoslavia's relations with Europe are very

balanced.
.
On the one hand, there has been an intensification of

relations with COMECON (the percentage. of Yugoslav exports going

to the East has increased from 32.3% in 1973 to 46,8% in 1975 and

is continuing to grow) .
On the other hand, there are agreements

with the EEC first signed in 1968.

In practice, however, the EEC continues to be Yugoslavia's

main trading partner, particularly as far as regards purchases of

advanced technology.

The 1970 and 1973 agreements laid down the characteristics

of EEC-Yugoslav cooperation, including a most favoured nation

clause and providing for the maximum possible liberalization of

imports and exports. The 1973 agreement also contained a special

evolutionary clause, permitting further negotiations within the

terms of the agreement. Nevertheless, relations with the EEC were

beset with difficulties from a very early stage : the EEC ban on

all beef products in 1974 and other protectionist measures con

tributed to the creation of a considerable Yugoslav deficit with

the EEC and forced the government to introduce sever import re

strictions on a wide range of consumer goods and production ma

terials. The overall effect of the beef ban was to increase

economic difficulties at a time when the Yugoslav economy faced

a high rate of inflation and increasing unemployment, and this .

forced the government to increase its trade w :I. th Eastern Europe

and the Third World. Although the situation is gradually changing

(the EEC has, since 1976, shown greater awareness of the implica 

tions that a deterioration of relations -might have on Yugoslavia' s
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model) and thus suitably neutral, yet with particular provisions

for finance, investment and joint ventures, and thus likely to

increase the integration of Yugoslav economy into the Western

European framework.

It is, thus, possible both that Yugoslavia will have to

face new problems and that the EEC will take on new responsabi-

lities. This is especially so if one considers that Greek mem

bership of the Community could open the way for the kind of

"Balkan cooperation" which the Greek and Yugoslav governments

have often attempted to encourage. The sort of policies to which

this coulc. lead has not as yet been defined (particularly in so

far as regards infrastructures) . It is, however, interesting to

recall that it was the idea of a "Balkan Federation" proposed by

the Communist Dimitrov which caused the first ever sever Soviet

reaction in the Balkans. In this area, with its highly delicate

balance, any sign of change can lead to sever tensions for which

we should be prepared. This problem, however, we will return to

later.
.

Turkey

Clearly, the Country most closely involved in and con

cerned by the enlargement of the EEC is Turkey. This is for two

main reasons : politically, Turkey fears the political effects

of Greek membership ; economically, she fears the consequences

of a higher degree of protection granted to Mediterranean agri

cultural produce.

The Turkish internal political situation is not an easy

one, even though it is in no way comparable to the intricacies

of the Yugoslav one. Turkey is still the main pivot of the At-
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lantic Alliance in the Eastern Mediterranean as well as pro

viding the only possible route for Soviet forces bound for this

area. On the one hand, this situation gives Turkey every in

centive to accentuate her ties with the West. At the same time,

however, her position encourages her to make occasional conces

sions to her inconvenient and extremely powerful neighbour .

Thus, for some time now, Turkey has no
, longer been insisting on

the strict application of the. Convention of Montreux which re

gulates the passage of warships through the Strai^ts. On se

veral occasions, she has granted the Soviets the right to over

fly her territory. At the same time, she had accepted signifi

cant quantities of economic aid from the USSR : over one billion

dollars worth under the most favourable terms and payable by

Turkish exports. The framework of the relationship between

Turkey and the Soviet Union is contained in a Declaration of

Principles of Good Neighbourhood, issued in April 1972. It is

not, however, in this field that the main problems lie.

As we suggested earlier, the crisis in Turkey's relations

with the West is mainly due to Cyprus and to the new economic
I

strength of the Arab countries. The 1964 crisis, the more recent

crisis in 1974 and the subsequent American embargo in 1975,

served to compound and to exacerbate existing difficulties .

What is more, Turkey's domestic political balance is extremely

unstable. The government is headed by the leader of the Republican

People's Party, Bulent Ecevit, who wone the lest elections. His

parliamentary majority, however, depends on complicated political

and personal equilibria. The opposition Justice Party (which

until only a few months ago was in government) has, at least in

theory, sufficient strength to overthrow him. This position in

creases the importance of minor groupings such as the religiously
oriented National Salvation Party. This party's importance is
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further increased if one considers how its religious line (and

that of the Turkish right in general) has been encouraged by

nationalist frustrations and by a growing Arab economic pre

sence. The Turkey which emerged after Kemal Ataturk' s revo

lution was a secular state, and yet in May 1976, Istanbul

acted as host to the VJ. I Conference of Islamic foreign ministers

Certainly Turkey is no "Islamic State" ; she is, however, at

tempting to build closer ties with the various Middle-Eastern

countries. These contacts, and especially those with the richer

conservative states (such as Saudi Arabia) , are extremely use

ful to Turkey. Another sign of the country' s "Asian" leanings

is the renewed interest which is being shown towards the Organi

zation for Regional Cooperation and Development (the economic

branch of the Central Treaty Organization), especially in so far

as the Organization allows Turkey to -build closer ties with Iran

As early as 1976, Turkey supported anti-Israeli motions at the

UN ; the Palestine Liberation Organization has been allowed to

open ari office in Ankara. It is worthy of note that there is an

increasing flow of articles and studies by Turkish economists

(and especially by those close to -Ecevit's Party), in favour of

ari economic policy which reduces the emphasis hitherto placed

on increasing integration with the European market.

If we consider all these factors together, it is not

difficult to conclude that Turkey is somewhat disenchanted with

the West and that this could in the future lead to an even more

serious crisis in her relations with the Atlantic Alliance than

those which have occurred in the past.
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Turkey and Europe

As relations between Turkey and the USA have worsened,

relations with Western Europe have gradually become more impor

tant. Unfortunately, however, these relations too have been

anything other than easy. Thus, as a moderate observer like

Nuri Eren wrote when discussing European reactions to the Cyprus

affair in 1974-5 (2) : "They (the Turks) were compounded as the

European Economic Community turned a deaf ear to Turkish com

plaints. The Community' s refusal to honour these complaints,

while originally having shown itself sympathetic to accelerating

Turkey's application for full membership on the Common Market ;

generated suspicions that Europeans were reverting to nineteenth

century Euro -Christian discriminatory practices against the

Muslim Turks"!

At an economic level things were not' much better. In

a recent study, Gul Gullova noted (3) : "Together with her Asso

ciation with the EEC, Turkey also entered the period of planned

economic development based on extensive industrialization through

import substitution. The Association Agreement, comprising only

concessions for Turkish agricultural exports ar: d financial, aid

for the first five-year preparatory period, did not promote Tur

kish industrial exports and no significant gains arising from

the EEC concessions
.
for agricultural exports were recorded. The

signature of the Additional Protocol in 1970 put into effect the

transition to a customs union between the Community and Turkey.

Coupled with the recessionary effects of the Oil Crisis, the

Additi onal Protocol aggravated Turkey' s economic problems rather

than reducing them. Her balance of trade with the EEC deterio-
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ì od com-i. dernbly after 1973. Turkey was. also unhappy about

i no EEC rel uctance to grant the concessions she had been askir.-g

.Lor two years, concerning exports, free movement of labour, and

ai. d".

As far as piarely economic considerations are concerned,

Turkey fears that the enlargement of the EEC will worsen her

present situation. She can cite : precedents. Thus, in 1970,

for example, EEC and Turkey negotiated tariff reductions, but

in the meantime, the Community granted new preferences to for

mer colonies and to several Mediterranean countries, including

Spain and Israel (the so-called "politique globale méditérra-

néenne") . These ' latter agreements provided reductions' above

those granted to Turkey. According to Turkish calculations,

those preferencies for third parties affected Turkish exports

to the extent of 200 million US dollars armually. Despite this,

and despite the provisions in the Additional Protocol, the Com

munity refused, both in 1974 and 1976, to revise the agricultural

list. Finally, whereas Morocco and Tunisia enjoyed aid around

230 million dollars per annum, Turkey had access to only about

40 millions, even though the Association Agreement called for

financial help in bridging the economic gap. The Community' s

position improved significantly in 1976 when Turkey was offered

noch better terms. Unfortunately, however, the psychological

atmosphere had, in the meantime, deteriorated and as Nuri Eren

put i t "the strain in the relations between the Community and

Turkey had developed to such a hysterical pitch that the Tur

kish side failed to appreciate the internicine difficulties of

.'heir protagoni sts as sadly as the Community had misunderstood
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1 Iv rra.l i. Li.es of Turkish atmosphere". Later the situation

i "-proved sti 1.1 further. Nevertheless, past: experience .should

he borne in mind if it is sought to avoid simi lar mistakes in

the future in an ever worsening international climate. This

 is even more important i. f political as well as economic con

siderations are taken irto account. Thus continued European

concern to strengthen and protect Greek democracy is seen by
the Turks as a justification for further discrimination against

them. The Turks probably tend to exagerate the degree to

which Greece could ever influence her European partners' foreign

policy options. Nonetheless, this mistaken Turkish conviction

refl ects growing  Turkish mistrust.
"

of the West in general. This

was especially clear during the Cyprus crisis. Whereas ini

tially the Nine' s political cooperation seemed as if it might

give results, repeated Greek declarations in favour of Greece,

joining the Community and the positive European reactions to

these
. were significant in convincing Ankara that the Nine were .

no longer impartial.

Mew Responsabi ljt. i es after Enlargement

The enlargement of the Community is a political neces-

5J ty which can no longer be delayed. However great the prob-

] !,
.t . whi ch must be faced, these today constitute the main test

-. f the EEC' s vitality. To refuse enlargement would mean for

l^. : ten : Europe a retreat from her political responsabili ties

i n an area as vital, for her as the Medi terranean. Although

thi s is cl ear, it i. s still necessary to define a genuine Euro

pean pol icy in thi s field. Our examination so far, with the
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poses two main problems which the EEC must resolve, namely :

a) the formulation of a "Mediterranean policy" ; and

fcV the Community atti tude to security and stability in the

region.

- Mediterranean policy

The "global approach" to the Mediterranean was conceived late

in the day to give a new economic, and thus political, coherence

to the mosaic of relationships that had grown up in the Medi

terranean . In practice, however, this "global approach" has

never been based on clear political guidelines, nor have the

economic policy tool'?, available been adequate to guarantee the

Community the key role which it should be able to play in the

Mediterranean. Rather the contrary, as Nick Van Praag noted

in a recent study (4), European policy has been essentially

"reactive" : "European policy has only been saved from total

political impotence by the political stamp that third states

have managed to put On their relations with the Community, thus

offering only a very imperfect tool of influence to the Commu

nity". Nowhere has this reactive nature of the European poli

ti cal presence been clearer than in the field of foreign policy

coordination, where indeed it has become a rule.

Thi s situation could be manageable in a framework of

assured international stability which could be guaranteed

through some other mechanism. In the Mediterranean, this frame

work has usual l y been guaranteed by the balance between the

b fie ; and by the American mi litary presence. In this wav, the
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Coi-irv.un i t y has been only marginally involved in the politics

of tlie area. Its role has never been to make proposals, but

rather simply to respond to external stimuli . This situation

it
, however, changing often. In the Balkans (the Middle East

iies outside our field of enquir y ), we have noted the re-emer-

gence of nationalism, together with a rapid deterioration in the

traditional framework of stability. At the same time, the

"demand" generated by local actors seems to be ever more con

tradictory. Thus a positive response to Greece could lead to

a crisis with Turkey. Vice-versa, any increased interest

shown towards Turkey and any excessive delay in accepting

Greek membership of the Community could lead to dangers for

democracy and a deterioration in the situation throughout the

region. The Yugoslav case is similarly contradictory.

- Stability and security

This brings us to our second point. To date the Community has

managed to avoid facing up to the problems of the military ba

lance and security. The only modest exception to this role

was the EEC '
s participation in the discussions over the econo-

mie basket, the ECSC, and certain proposals for

European cooperation in defense contained in a number of docu

ments published by the Commission and in speeches to the Euro

pean parliament (as well as in the Tindemans Report) . Enlarge

ment to include new Mediterranean members, in practice, leaves

the Community no other choice than to play an important role

in security as in other fields. This has already occurred

once (a portent for the future) during the Portuguese crisis

when the Community' s initiative made it possible to save Por-
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(."Ural '
s relation : 1, with the West and to maintain her within the

integrateci Western defense system. If, however, we apply the

same criteria as were used in this case to the Balkan situa

tion, we discover that the correct response is far less ob

vious . Above all, the policy tools available to the Community

may be inadequate for effective policy-making. In the Por

tuguese case, it was simply necessary to provide credits. in

the case of the Balkans, it is necessary t.o formulate a whole

range of new policies (social, industrial and financial poli 

cies, policy on technical cooperation) as well as a genuine

foreign policy and crisis management strategy. Is the Com

munity able to face this task? Where are the policy tools it

is going to need?

Enlargement in the Mediterranean inevitably raises the

problem of relations between the European Community and the

USA. In the rest of Europe the aim is to construct an inte

gration process under the Americ an security umbrella ; in the

Mediterranean, on the other hand, the goal is to take over a

role wh :. ch the United States is no longer able to carry out

effectively. This requires a fresh effort, not only to iden

tify the necessary economic policy tools, but also to disco

ver a "European identity" within the international system. .
Is

it possible to conceive an enlarged Community lacking a co

herent policy towards the East and with interest in security?

How will the Community respond to the requests in these fields,

which i t will receive from the new countries with which it is

coming into ever closer contact?

These, questions suggest that thè Community needs to
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carry oul a kind of"exercize" (similar to the Atlantic Alli 

ance' s exercise Harmfil) , constituting a fresh effort to de

fine the extent of the European presence and the European ca

pabi li ty arid to outline the characteristics and the aims of the

European' commitment. Without this kind of initiative there i s

a ri sk that Europe's strength and ambitions will be overestimated

and that the exposure of this over-estimation could, in the

future, damage vital European interests.



! Quoted in Nuri Eren's "Turkey, NATO and Europe : a deterio-

riifing rolationship" - the Atlantic Institute for Interna

tional Affairs, Paris 1977. For the Balkans in general, '

see F.
'

Stephen Larrabbee : "Balkan Security", Adelphi Paper

n. 135, the International Institute for Strategic Studi es,

London, Summer 1977.
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